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The Back speech,  

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

 

by Goura Fotadar 

tag[s]: the stream analysis in the connecting vortex of criminology, like literary theory, career/counseling 

reminders, clinical counseling: some regular forms of domestic violence and some irregular forms of 

domestic violence, identity; undiscovered parallel contradictions to seen reality esp. unjust homicides,  

Date typed up/ Date continued: 72618 

Source, citation: I, Tonya  

Updated brief review: usually in the regular stage of competitions is there wealth attached; from the 

mom’s conversation, it seems not.  

Re-start/Re-Watch at approximately: 24:26 

The artwork in the mom’s b ackground couch is … 

If the backdrop training times are roughly accurate; shouldn’t there already be a high school equivalency 

for this elongated schedule of practice, alone.  
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Career Mis-givings aren’t what you might expect; the area, genre of career counseling of factors: Uh, 

correct Support; Why can’t the [updated: this i.e. future change of coach] coach help pay for uh the 

“presentation” meaning the “costumes” 

Now parallel theory with literary theory : a coordination;  or at least help her find a way that’s 

supportive enough to earn the cost of “costumes”  In literary theory the connection: “costume” hides 

not who she is; and this earns her not what she believes she earns; in this context: “costume”  

authenticity which corroborates how with the theory/theories of actualized athleticism 

Also the obvious connection to current; at least, current society’s issue: is the issue of housing 

placement, gets her, the main character severely abused [i.e. usually or …] .  

The usual cliché of culture [uh, is it like this why it is that] takes place; success followed by more 

abuse, … and then the claims of changing persona which is a sign of on the behalf of the usual culture of 

perpetration toward especially but not just which gende-; then the surprise of any consequence for 

abuse; surprise experienced to the perpetrator[s] 

What is the meaning of abuse among support [that used to be] 

Then, starts to sound like an attempting at unjust homicide with at least one accomplice; however, 

consider the backdrop of joking music, …  
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theme: then, then, & then  

theme music citation: loc - "Turn Down For What" DJ Snake, Lil Jon Remix (Kingmaker) 

 

Then in a sequence recollection: of course, the what you would hope for not is that she gets back 

together with one abuser; but perhaps the claim of changed has happened; viewers can hope. In any 

case within criminology, you would want to look for the squeeze: perhaps the main character really 

didn’t feel comfortable with the pressure connected to her new skating room-mate that was enough to 

cause the switch back to the comfort? or at least the “like” of “marriage” 

 

& it really should be described as less [felt] pressure.  

 

And then performance changes, and the attempted homicide comes; outside of the movie scene and 

reports to the public; we will never? actually know if the real person died in such an incident; and with 
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the incidence of identity theft; somebody else or more than one imposter filled in the blanks to the 

general public, … 

 

The sequence of recollection, continued: then the claimed usual lack of performance by the “authorities” 

putting the main character at an increased risk.  

In an intrusion from actualized militia response: after the collection and catching of all and as much 

relevant  [enough of] evidence [by, advanced militia; but not only advanced militia] what would be the 

response of rescue and re-integration of non-abuse circumstance [by especially regular actualized militia] 

of the actual victim unjustified past [in the past] point of sequence  stabilizing unjust harm of 

extenuation.  

[left-off, at this place][current regular crime-caught stage of my uh career][2014-present] 

 

 

 


